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1. The Lay of the Land – The ‘lay of the land’ is incredibly important to understand in 
Poppy. Being aware of distances between safe spots means life or death to many 
of the characters as they go about their days. Though the book has a map of its 
own, have your students draw or paint their own particular impression of the 
landscape and spread of the lands in Poppy. Let them include any or all details that 
seem important to each student. Some might choose a particularly dangerous 
moment and ink it up in their minds, and then, transfer it onto paper. 
 

2. Owl Sculptures – Farmers often put up scarecrows or "mock" owls as decoys to 
keep birds and rodents out of their fields and/or stored crops and feeds. Have your 
students use papier-mâché and paints to create life-sized owls to hang up in your 
classroom, and eventually, at their homes. 
 

3. Ereth Pomanders – Have your students make a prickly air freshener out of either 
oranges or lemons with whole cloves poked into them. (Porcupine-esque!) These 
pomanders will make a room smell far better than Ereth's log does, but, will give a 
visual connection to Ereth's prickly quills. 

 

4. Multiplying Mice – Being able to feed an entire mouse clan from scavenged foods 
is tough, and food scarcity is a huge component of Poppy. Mice multiply rapidly! 
Have your classroom take on this activity as a team. Have them figure out how 
many mice ONE MOUSE could be responsible for producing in just one year. Have 
them research how old a mouse has to be before starting families, and how many 
mouse litters that one mouse will have in one year. To extend the challenge, find 
out, using a mouse family tree, or a classroom chart, how many mice would be 
produced by all the mouse children of the original mouse, and those children's 
children, within that one year. 

 

5. Flowers and Grasses – Poppy’s extended family and friends are often named after 
flowers, grasses, and plants. Have your students research and draw the characters, 
plants, and plant-characteristics that they share. 
 
 
 
 



 

6. Ereth Phrases – Ereth is quite a porcupine personality! He has a very unique and 
memorable way to talk and describe the world. Here's a partial list of some of his 
sayings: 

 
• bee's butt •    bat bilge •    fur ball 

• weasel wonk •    slug slop •    meat mauler 

• flat balloons •    fuzzball •    frog flip 

• face buttons •    dung beetle bit •    flea-flicking self 

• bug’s bathwater •    braying bag of bones •    pop, fop, snop 

• nitwit •    broom tail •    snake sweat 

• lice lips •    worm water •    hit the puke switch and duck 

• snooter •    earwig juice •    grasshopper gas 

• flea’s flick •    bug brain •    maggot mash 

• snail squirt •    snail swoggle •    mouse muck 

 
Go through the list with your class, and discuss Ereth's possible meanings, and 
what is implied by each saying. What or whom Ereth is describing when he uses his 
phrasing?? Come up with some of your own classroom phrases using your school's 
particular location as the incentive and inspiration for your own native lingo. 

 
7. Poppy Dancing – Often life's problems and responsibilities get in the way of taking 

the time to do what you love to do in life. Throughout the story, Poppy makes it 
clear that she loves to dance. As Poppy is coming to a close, Poppy, with the help 
of Ereth and luck, has resolved a lot of the trials and fears formally instilled by life 
and the deceased Mr. Ocax. She has proven that she is a remarkable survivor!  By 
her hard work and perseverance, the situation has changed for the better for all. 
 
Relaxing and celebrating becomes much, much, more safe (though not guaranteed) 
for all her family. Poppy joyously celebrates with her husband Rye, and their litter of 
eleven, by dancing on Bannock Hill.  Each member of the family feels the music 
individually. Poppy declares Bannock Hill their 'dancing place' and the story ends 
peacefully. Have your student's share what makes them happy in their lives and 
what they fear. Help them figure out how to banish as much fear as they can, by 
facing it bravely head on, and, in doing so, find a calm, creative place for them to 
explore their passions. 
 
 
 
 



 
 

8. Reconsidering Rules – Poppy has a tremendous power structure. Not only does 
the power structure exist within Poppy's huge extended family (with her father 
Lungwort being the leader) but also, amongst the woodland creatures that eat mice 
(raccoons, foxes, skunks, weasels, stoats, owls, etc.). Ragweed, as a brave, 
carefree mouse, disobeys the rules of the imposed hierarchy and he pays the 
ultimate consequence. Have your students dissect reasons for classroom and 
school rules.   They should identify rules for 1) the common good, 2) the 
consideration of others, and 3) self-preservation. Make lists. 
 

9. Owl and Mice – Hoping to run safely from place to place is a huge part of the life of 
mice. Create a game of “Owl and Mice.” Have a chosen student play an owl 
(masked and caped) and have him stand on one line while all of the other students 
stand on another line about 80 feet away. On the teacher’s whistle, have the other 
students run from their point to the safety line 80 feet away while the owl tries to tag 
as many mice as possible before they get to the safety line. Each tag takes that 
mouse out of the game to stand on the sidelines. Back and forth the mice go on a 
whistle call while the owl tries to stop as many mice as possible each time. The 
game goes until there is only one mouse standing. That mouse then becomes the 
owl for the next round. 

 
10. Map It Out – Let your students illustrate their own version of the Dimwood region. 

Make sure that they include all of the places that Mr. Ocax describes being able to 
see from his perch. Or, instead of having each student do this individually, make it a 
group project. Perhaps each classroom can map out the area on banners to be 
displayed in the hallways. 

 
11. Silent Scurrying – Mice have to be very careful not to attract attention of owls and 

other predators as they move about in the world. Let your students pretend to be 
like members of Poppy’s mouse family as they move from point A to B within your 
school. Is it time for lunch? See if they can make it to the cafeteria unnoticed. Not 
only is this fun for the students, the peace and quiet is also a more pleasant 
experience for everyone else! 

 
12. Travel Agent – It’s tough for a little mouse to get around! Pick two spots in your 

classroom, far away from each other. Ask students to brainstorm about how Poppy 
could make the journey there and back.  

 


